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Abstract-L’Ecuyer develops lower bounds for the maximum distance of the parallel hyperplanes 
generated by the vectors of nonsuccessive random numbers (RNs) obtained from multiple recursive 
generators (MRGs). In this paper, a stronger bound, twice that obtained by L’Ecuyer, is derived. 
For kth-order MRGs with fewer than k terms in the recursive relationship, much stronger bounds are 
found. Large distance implies bad lattice structure. In designing RN generators, this factor should 
be taken into consideration. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One promising type of random number (RN) generator recommended by many scholars is the 
multiple recursive generator (MRG) of the form [1,2] 
R, = (alR,_r +azR,_z +...+akR,_k)modm, (1) 
where m and k are positive integers, and the multipliers aj, j = 1, . . . , k, and the seeds Rj, 
j=o , . . . , k - 1, belong to 2, = (0, 1, . . . , m - l}, but are not all zero, respectively. When the 
modulus m and the multipliers ajs are chosen properly [l-5], the RNs produced will have good 
lattice structure and sound statistical properties. The very common prime modulus multiplicative 
congruential generator is a special case of MRG. 
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An ideal RN generator should have good lattice structure [l]. Coveyou and MacPherson [6] and 
Marsaglia [7] find that the vectors of successive RNs produced by a linear congruential generator 
in any dimension have a lattice structure. Another property found by Kao and Tang [8] is that 
the chi-square statistics calculated from different segments of the sequence of full-period RNs in 
testing uniformity have symmetry property. Consider a sequence of full-period RNs {&, n > 0) 
produced from equation (1). Let 
L~={(&&+1 ,...I &+t-1)In20, @cl,..., Rk-l)EZ&}+mZ& (2) 
be the set of all overlapping t-tuples of successive RNs and the periodic continuations. Then, 
Lk is called a t-dimensional lattice which can be expressed as Lk = {~~,, zi&, zi E Z}, where 
{vi,... , Vt} is a basis of @ [9]. The dual basis is defined as the vectors Wjs such that their 
scalar products with the Vis satisfy Wj’Vi = bij, ‘d i, j, where Sij denotes the Kroneckers delta. 
The vectors {WI, . . . , Wt} form a basis for the dual lattice e& = {‘& ziWi, zi E Z}. 
The lattice structure involves that the points of Lf,, lie in parallel hyperplanes of equal distance, 
and the reciprocal length of any vector in 2k is the distance between the successive hyperplanes in 
dimension t. The spectral test introduced by Coveyou and MacPherson [6] essentially determines 
the maximum distance between adjacent hyperplanes. Smaller values of the maximum distance 
imply smaller empty slices in Lh and thus are favored. For MRGs of order k with some ajs 
which are zero, Kao and Tang [lo] find that the RNs generated have bad lattice structures. In 
other words, the maximum distance is relatively wide. 
L’Ecuyer [ll] investigates a case where the vectors are composed of nonsuccessive RNs. The 
lattice structures for those vectors are also bad. A lower bound for the maximum distance is 
provided. In this paper, we continue the study of L’Ecuyer [ll]. By constructing the basis vl, 
and dual basis Wj in a different way, we are able to derive stronger bounds for the maximum 
distance for different cases. 
2. LACUNARY INDICES AND LATTICE BASES 
L’Ecuyer [ll] investigates the lattice structure of all the points formed by t RNs that are some 
distance apart in the sequence, which are called leap-frog values, or lacunary indices [9]. Let I = 
{il,i2,..., it} be a set of any fixed nonnegative integers. The set T;(I) = {(Ril+,, . . . , &,+,) ] 
n 2 0, (ROY * * *, &_I) E Zk} and mZh is the set of all overlapping t-tuples of nonsuccessive RNs. 
Denote Lb(I) ils the lattice generated by T;(I) and mZk. When I is comprised of consecutive 
values: ij+i = j, the previous definition of Lk (equation (2)) becomes a special case of this one, 
with (ii,&, . ...&) = (O,...,t-1). 
Let {R+,,, n 1 0) denote the sequence obtained from equation (1) when (Ro, . . . , Rk_1) = ei(k), 
where ei(k) is the ith unit vector in dimension k. Vectors Vi = (R+,il,. . . , Ri?i,)/m, i = 1,. . . , k, 
and eict) can generate a lattice Lt(I). Hence, any t linearly independent vectors selected from Vi 
and eict) constitute a basis {VI, . . . , Vt} for Lt(I) [ll]. The vectors {WI, . . . , Wt} satisfying 
WjTVi = 6i.j form a basis for the dual lattice it(l), and the length of the smallest nonzero vector 
in Lt(I) is equal to the reciprocal of the maximum distance &(I) of the parallel hyperplanes. In 
symbols, we have 
-& = min 
{ 
l/Wll I W = k.ziWi, .ziEZ, &>O . 
i=l i=l 1 
(3) 
Suppose m is a prime, t 5 k + 1, and the indices in I satisfy 0 = ii < iz < . . . < it = k. The 
basis {VI,. . . , Vt} developed by L’Ecuyer and Couture [5,11,12] is 
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v-t-1 = 
vt = 
The associated dual basis is given by 
, m 
(w... ), , 1, ak-zr_l 
(O,O, . . . 
i=l,...,&l, 
(4) 
wt = (-ak_ilr -ak+, . . . , -ak-i,_l, 1) . 
Another way which is more intuitive to construct the basis is from (Ril+,, .. . , Ri,+,)/m & 
rectly. According to equation (l), Ri,+n can be expressed as 
&,+n = 
( 
ak-ir-1Ril-l+n+ak-i,,_2RiL_2+n+. ‘.fak-i,&2+ni-a&i- c ak_i&+i modm. 
i<k, @I 
Consequently, 
(Ril+n,Ri,+,,...,Ri,+n) = 
i 
&+n &2+-n - -,..., 
m m’m 
ak-i~...lRiL-,+n + ak-it_nRit--2+n  ... i- akRn + c ak_i&+i - fm 
i<k,i@I 
m 
where 
I 
ak-i,_,&_,+, i- %-zL_2&_2+n i- . *. + akRn + c arc-i&+ 
f= 
i<k, i@I 
m 
By collecting terms, the above equation becomes 
&I+, 
[ 1 7 (l,O,...,O,ak-il 
+ Rit.-l+n 
[ 1 7 (WA 
&z+n +m [ 1 (O,l,. . . ,O,ak-in) +“’ 
. I lrak-it-l) - 
a”,“- I c ak-i:+i 
-f (O,O,...,O, 
i<k,i@I I 
1). 
Thus, (l,O,. . . ,O, ak-il j/m, ((Al,. . . ,O, ak-i2)/mT.. , (O,O, . . . ,I, ak-i,_I )/m, (0, 0, . . . ,O, 1) con- 
stitute a basis, which are the same as that of L’Ecuyer [ll]. 
3. GENERAL LOWER BOUNDS ON ,+(I) 
For m prime or I containing all the indices ij such that ak-i, # 0, L’Ecuyer [ll] develops a 
lower bound for Lt(I) as 
t-1 ( ) 
-l/2 
d(l) 2 1 + cu:-ij . 
j=l 
(5) 
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This bound indicates that even in the best case that every ok-i, is close m, the maximum 
distance is still bounded from below by [(t - 1)1/2m]-‘, which is very large compared with 
ordinary cases [3-51. When ak_i,s are small, the bound becomes worse. As a matter of fact, a 
stronger bound can be obtained for general cases. 
Consider the basis {VI, . . . , Vt} in equation (4). If a&$ in Vj is greater than (m - 1)/2, we can 
subtract Vt from Vj to form a new vector Vj = Vj - Vt, which together with the other Vjs still 
constitute a basis for Lt(l). This process can be repeated for all Vj such that ok+ > (m - 1)/2. 
For other Vj, we define Vj = VT. Therefore, 
v2 = (o,l,-,o,~k-i"), 
m 
1 
v,_, = ( 0, 0, . . . ) 1, hk-L-1) , m 
fi = (O,O, . . . ) 0, l), 
also constitute a basis for Lt(l), where 
&-ij = 
ak-ij , if Uk_i, 5 v, 
ok-ii - m, if ok-ii > v. 
The associated dual basis is 
Wj = Wj, j=l ,...,t-1, 
I’Vt = (-kk-il 9 -hk-.jzy 1 s e ) -kk_ir_l 3 1) . 
According to equation (3), a lower bound for 8(l) is obtained as described by the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. &(I) > (1 + ciz: Gi_ij)-1/2. 
This bound is twice the bound derived by L’Ecuyer [ll]. 
The above result can be extended to the more general cases that m is not prime and I does 
not contain all the indices such that U&i, # 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. d(l) 2 (b/m)(l + c:It G&)-1/2, where b = gcd(m, {ak_i+i ] a&i+1 # 0, 
2 5 i I k,i 4 I}). 
4. MRGS WITH SOME ZERO MULTIPLIERS 
In (l), computing (aJZ+i mod m) accounts for most of the computation time. Obviously, 
MRGs with fewer terms in the recursive relationship are desirable from the viewpoint of compu- 
tation efficiency. Suppose m is prime. The simplest MRG of order k which is able to produce 
RNs of full period (m - 1)” has two nonzero multipliers a,. and ak, 
R, = (U&-, + a&&) mod m, 
where 1 5 T < k. Its characteristic polynomial is a trinomial of the form f(z) = xk - a,.x’+ -ok. 
Suppose k 2 3, t 5 k + 1, and the lacunary indices satisfy 0 = ii < iz < .. . < it = k. There 
are two types of lacunary index set: II contains k - r and I2 does not. A stronger bound on dt 
exists as described by the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 3. For the kth-order MRG with two terms, one has 
1 
dQ) = rn’ 
t I 2, 
> m-2/32-‘f6, - 2 < t < k + 1, 
PROOF. Suppose 11 = (0, iz, . . . ,ij = k - r, . . . ,it-l, k} contains k - T. We have 
(Ri,+n,. . . , R$+n,. . . , &,+n) = (Ril+,, . . . , Rker+, . . . ,UrRk_r+n + akR,, - fm) 
m m 
= 
[ 1 $f (I,0 ,..., O,ak)+ [%] (f&l ,..., o,o) 
+ + . . . 
[ I * (0,O )...( l,...) a,)+*..+ [*](o,o ,...) l,O)-f(O,O )...) O,l), 
where f = L(uzRk-r+n i- @&)/ml. one basis is 
vl = (l,O,*d%~k), 
m 
& = w,...Ao), 
m 
vj = (O,O,...,l,..., 04, 
m 
K_1 = w>...,1,0), 
v, = (O,O,.rn,O,l). 
The associated dual basis is 
Wi = mqt), i=1,...,t-1, 
w, = (-aJ$,O,. . . , -a,, . . . ,o, 1). 
The lattice structure generated from this basis is the same as that produced by R, = (cz,.~_~ + 
akR,_(,_1)) mod m in t-dimensional hypercube. Kao and Tang [lo] have proved that the lower 
bound on dt for this RN generator in dimension t is the same as that of R,, = (arRn_l +QR,_~) 
mod m in dimension 3. According to Cassels [13), the bound is l/m for t 5 2 and m-2/32-1/6 
for 2 <t 5 k+l. 
In a similar manner, the bases for the case of I2 which does not contain k - r can be derived 
as vi = eict)/m and Wi = meict), i = 1, . . . , t. The bound dt(12) = l/m thus follows. I 
For the case that k-r is included in the lacunary index set, the bound obtained by L’Ecuyer [11] 
is l/(m21i2) whereas the bound in Proposition 3 is m-2/32-1/6. The ratio is (2m)1/3; a much 
stronger bound is obtained. 
This idea can be extended to the case of MRG of order k with p 5 k terms 
& = (a,, &-,, + arz R,-,, + . * . + arJLr,) mod m, 
where 1 < r1 < r2 < ..a < rp-1 < rp = k. Let the lacunary indices satisfy 0 = il < iz < 
. . . < it = k. There are two types of lacunary index set: II contains all the indices ij such that 
ak-i, # 0 and I2 does not. 
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PROPOSITION 4. For the kth-order MRG with p 2 k terms, one has 
1 
&(Ir) = rn’ 
tlP, 
2 m-p/(p+q.-l p+l, p<tlk+l, 
d(I2) = -$ 
where rp+l = 2116, 21/4, 2si1a, (64/3)1/12, 23/7, and 2112 for p = 2,3,4,5,6, and 7, respectively. 
PROOF. Let M = (0, k - r,_l,. . . , k - r1, k}. Suppose II = {O,&, . . . ,it--l, k} > M. Since 
&I+,, = (ar,Rn+k-rI + . a. + ar,_,Rn+k-,p_, + a&) mod m, we have 
m 
= (R,,Ri,+n,...,Ri,_,+n,arlR,+k-~l i-~~-+ar,,_l&+k-r,_l +akR, - fm) 
m 
t-1 
where f = [(or, Rn+k-,., i- * . * -I ar,_I %+k-r,_l + a&&)/m]. For ij E fkf, let ij = k - r, and lj 
denote that the jth component of Vj is 1. Then, 
h = (ly07s..y09ak), 
j=2,...,t-1, 
which is a basis of the lattice generated by the MRG. The associated dual basis is 
Wi = m(t), i=l ,...,t-1, 
wt = (-ak7C2,. . . , %I7 11, 
where 
-a,,, j E M, r, =k-ij, 
Cj = 
0, j # M, 
j =2,...,&1. 
The lattice structure generated from this basis is the same as that produced by R, = (a,, R.,+,,,,) 
+ . . . + ~rp_$n-~(,_,) + a&+(t_~)) mod m, where n(r,) = j such that ij = k - rs, s = 
1 , . . . , p - 1. Kao and Tang [lo] have proved that the lower bound on dt for this RN generator in 
dimension t is the same as that of R, = (arlR+~+a,.,&-~++~ ~+a,_~R,_~p_l~+a~R,-,) modm 
in dimension p + 1. According to the lower bound derived by Cassels [13], we have dt(lr) = l/m 
for t 5 p and m-P/(P+l)r~~l for p < t < k+ 1, where rp+r = 21i4, 23/1o, (64/3)1/12, 23/7, and 2’j2 
for p = 3,4,5,6, and 7, respectively. 
The proof for I2 which does not contain all the indices ij such that a&$ # 0 is similar and 
&=ei(t~/mandWi=mei(t),i=l,..., t, are derived. The bound dt(12) = l/m then follows. m 
For the case that II contains all the indices ij such that ok-i, # 0, the bound obtained 
from L’Ecuyer [ll] is l/(mp112). The ratios of the bound in Proposition 4 to the bound of 
L’Ecuyer are (31i2 2-1/4)m1/4, (41i2 2-3/10)m1/5, [51/2/(64/3)1/12]m’/6, (61i2 2-3/7)m1/7, and 
(71/2 2-r/2)m l/* for p = 3,4,5,6, and 7, respectively. Much stronger bounds are obtained. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
L’Ecuyer [ll] discusses the lattice structure for vectors of nonsuccessive RNs produced by MRG 
and develops a bound for the maximum distance of the parallel hyperplanes on which the points 
of the lattice lie. In this paper, a stronger bound, which is twice that derived in [ll], is found. 
When some of the multipliers in the MRG are zero, much stronger bounds are obtained. 
To pursue efficiency in generating RNs, effort has been made on selecting fewer terms in the 
kth-order recursive relationship and smaller values of the multipliers. The studies of Kao and 
Tang [lo], L’Ecuyer [ll], and this paper find that the lattice structures of the RNs produced from 
the associated RN generators become worse. In designing RN generators, this factor should also 
be taken into consideration. 
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